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The Count: Mr. Smith Doesn’t Go To Dallas

Associated Press

All-Star selectors rew arded Josh Smith’s f ine f irst half

w ith a w eekend off.
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Poor Josh Smith. The Atlanta Hawks forward is posting career highs in field-goal percentage and assists, is

just off his career-best rebound average and is a crucial reason for Atlanta’s surprising status as the team

with the fifth-best record in the NBA. And yet he’ll have to watch as his teammates Joe Johnson and Al

Horford play in the All-Star Game this weekend — Smith didn’t make the cut.

As far as snubs go, this is a particularly egregious one.

Before the All-Star reserves were announced, Kevin

Pelton wrote at Basketball Prospectus, “By taking the

three out of his game, making better decisions and

improving his defensive focus, Smith has reached the

next level and the All-Star Game.” Afterwards, when

Smith was snubbed, Pelton pointed out that Smith was

clearly among the NBA’s best 20 players in the league

in the season’s first half. Pelton also examined the best

players to never make an All-Star roster. Marcus

Camby, also snubbed this year, is on the career list.

Smith didn’t make that cut, but he was one of the five

best, per season, to not be selected. (One of the other

five, David Lee, was chosen over him to fill a slot for the Eastern Conference.)

Hoops analysts Wayne Winston and David Berri agree that Smith should have made the team. Smith

headlines an alternate roster of East All-Stars almost as good as the actual team, while Camby headlines a

roster of West alternates who would beat the actual team, according to Berri’s stats.

Elsewhere in NBA numbers analysis:

• Pelton defends the selection of Jason Kidd to fill out the West roster. Kidd’s steals, assists, three-point

shooting and low turnover rate all justify his selection.

• Basketball Reference’s Neil Paine finds that players in the All-Star weekend three-point shooting contest

are more accurate than in actual competition; apparently having a hand in the face is a bigger obstacle than

having to hoist shots quickly as a clock ticks down.

• Jeremy Greenhouse dips into basketball analysis at Baseball Analysts, delivering charts and graphs of

shooter accuracy by zone on the court. His numbers offer solid backup for Pelton’s comment that Smith

has helped his game by taking the three out of it.
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